Abstract-The Papanicolau (Pap) test is a routine cytological procedure for early detection of dysplastic lesions in cervical epithelium. A reliable screening method is crucial for triage of women at risk; however manual screening and interpretation are associated with relatively low sensitivity and substantial interobserver diagnostic variability. P16 and Ki67 biomarkers have been recently proposed as adjunctive tools in the diagnosis of high-risk human papillomavirus (hrHPV) associated dysplasias to supplement the morphological characteristics of cells by additional colorimetric features. In this study, an automated technique for the evaluation of dual p16/Ki67 immunoreactivity in cervical cell nuclei is introduced. Smears stained with p16 and Ki67 antibodies were digitized, and analyzed by algorithms we developed. Gradient-based radial symmetry operator and adaptive processing of symmetry image were employed to obtain the nuclear mask. This step was followed by the extraction of features including pixel data and immunoreactivity signature from each nucleus. The features were analyzed by two support vector machine classifiers to assign a nucleus into one of four types of immunoreactivity: p16 positive (p16 
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INTRODUCTION
The Pap test, originally developed in the 1960s, is an effective method for screening women at risk for cervical cancer. The primary goals are to identify neoplastic and pre-neoplastic epithelial cells, to stratify women for the risk of cervical cancer, and to isolate cases for additional definitive studies. In 2000, approximately 61 million women in the United States had at least one Pap test performed. Of these 3.1 million (~5%) were interpreted as abnormal and required medical follow-up. 3, 22 Currently, Pap smear screening is almost exclusively performed via transmitted light microscopy and requires significant manual interaction. A trained cytotechnologist or pathologist applies qualitative criteria to identify cells with altered morphology.
was introduced to outline nuclear and cytoplasm contours in monochromatic images of single cells and in Mat-Isa 9 a region growing technique combined with moving k-means clustering implemented further as a diagnosis support system was proposed. Unfortunately, these techniques were able to outline nuclei and cell membranes only in non-overlapping cells. Moreover, the contours obtained by Mat-Isa 9 were sensitive to local image contrast and resulted in split outlines of hypochromatic nuclei. An approach presented in Sobervilla et al. 23 utilized color images of smears in combination with fuzzy logic and a priori human knowledge for nuclear segmentation. Although the detection efficacy was generally high, it was significantly decreased for nuclei with low optical density. A more reliable technique that employs morphological analysis and clustering for nuclei localization was presented in Plissiti et al.
14 Its sensitivity and specificity varied depending on the type of clustering that was applied to refine nuclear center prototypes and reached 90.57 and 75.28%, respectively, for a fuzzy clustering, and 69.86 and 92.02%, respectively, for a SVM when confronted with visual evaluation by an expert. The same authors compared also the advantages and limitations of other state of the art methods dedicated to nuclear segmentation. The use of hyperspectral imaging to distinguish normal cells from low-and highgrade dysplastic cells in Papnicolau stained smears was evaluated in Siddiqi et al. 21 Spectral profiles of pixels from the nuclear region were fitted to the reference spectra by the least-square technique to find the best match. Yet, this method relied heavily on pixel-based analysis, and the output consisted of a blend of differently matched pixels. Such non-homogenous results can be difficult in visual interpretation and lead to indefinite reading outcomes. Finally, in Schubert et al. 20 an infrared spectral characterization technique was employed to characterize hrHPV infected cells. Unstained normal and low-grade dysplastic cells (with confirmed hrHPV infection) were distinguished by principal component analysis of spectral characteristics from normal cells that were not infected with hrHPV. The experimental setup required that the infrared imaging session be followed by Pap staining and reimaging in the visible range in order to visually correlate spectral findings with cytomorphology.
There are at least two possible ways to improve the efficacies of manual and automated screening routines: develop more reliable Pap smear image analysis algorithms and reduce Pap test result ambiguity by inclusion of sensitive staining compounds. In fact, the lack of nuclear and cellular cytochemical reporters in the Pap-based stains has already led to an ongoing effort in cytopathology to incorporate p16 and Ki67 biomarkers into the diagnostic and screening workflows. 7, 16, 25 P16 is a tumor suppressor gene product that is overexpressed in most hrHPV associated cervical carcinomas and dysplasias and can be detected in early stages of cervical neoplasia. 6, 24 Ki67, a nuclear protein that is present during mitosis and the S, G1, and G2 phases of the cell cycle but not during G0, has been shown to be a good marker for cellular proliferation that is applicable in routine liquid-based cytology. 4, 19 The CINtec dual staining reagent kit detects over-expression of Ki67 as red/nuclear and p16 as a brown appearance of the whole cell with stronger nuclear manifestation. Cells that stain negative for p16 and Ki67 exhibit blue tones in both the cytoplasm and nucleus (Fig. 1) . Essentially, the co-detection of p16/Ki67 in cytological tests can serve as an indicator of cell cycle de-regulation, which occurs during hrHPV-induced oncogenic transformations. Further evaluation of p16/Ki67 dual immunostaining in Pap smears by quantitation of digitized images could improve the diagnostic accuracy and efficacy of the Pap test and provide useful information for clinical management. In this study we introduce a novel nuclei segmentation technique based on radial symmetry transform to localize and classify colorimetric signals in high-resolution images of clinical smears. Immunoresponse was determined by classification of signatures obtained from pixels located within the detected nuclei. k-nearest neighbor (kNN), and support vector machines (SVM) classifiers were tested for best performance. We investigated if the combined method termed quantitative profiling of immunoreactivity (QPI) has the potential to improve Pap test screening efficacies. Excluding slide digitization and classifier training steps, the entire analytical process is fully automated. To the authors' best knowledge no research has been undertaken so far in the field of automated quantification of immunostaining in liquidbased Pap tests.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimen Preparation and Image Acquisition
The experimental data was approved for research by the Institutional Review Board and consisted of 24 liquid-based (SurePath TM ) cervical Pap smears: 14 diagnosed with abnormal cells and 10 interpreted as negative for malignant and dysplastic cells. The smears were destained and then restained utilizing the CINtec Ò PLUS (MTM laboratories, Westborough, MA) kit that detects overexpression of p16 and Ki67. Automated staining of slides was followed by manual screening performed by experienced cytopathologists who manually annotated (dotted/ink marked) the abnormal cells.
Entire slides were imaged using a high-resolution slide scanner (iScan2.0, BioImagene, CA) dedicated for anatomic pathology work. The slides were randomly split into two sets: twelve for training and twelve for testing such that each set contained five negative and seven positive slides, respectively. Several non-overlapping fields of view (I FOV ) were selected in each of the slides. In the negative slides the selection of I FOVs was arbitrary whereas in the positive slides the annotation markers were used as a guide. At the time of acquisition a 920 objective (0.5 NA) was set to approximate typical settings used for manual slide screening. Image focus was automatically adjusted by the scanner. 60 I FOVs were collected in total. Each I FOV was exported to the uncompressed TIFF format as a red-green-blue (RGB) image of approximate size of 1.5 k 9 1.5 k pixels with spatial and intensity resolutions of k = 0.46 lm/pixel and 8 bit/pixel per color channel.
Analytical Workflow
Output files were analyzed through the analytical workflow ( Fig. 2) labeled by the cytopathologist (assigned to one of the four above categories). We collected n = 100 pattern nuclei: 20 for each type of positive immunoreactivity and 40 for the dual negative nuclei (p16 2 /Ki67 2 ) to accommodate for large variability in distribution of characteristic colorimetric features ascribed to individual slides. For training set formation the features extracted from pattern nuclei were linked with the labels and stored in a repository.
Nuclei Segmentation
The proposed segmentation of nuclei employs monochromatic I FOVs that are run through anisotropic smoothing, gradient-based radial symmetry transform, and adaptive binarization of the radial symmetry image, to enhance and separate gradients of optically dense and round objects and then convert them to a mask of nuclei.
In Perona-Malik anisotropic diffusion 13 significant image edges are preserved whereas the inhomogeneous areas in-between the edges are smoothened. The filter can be implemented as: with the gradient threshold K was assessed by Canny noise estimator and set to 5. 13 The number of iterations t was determined and limited to 10 using 5% error margin between two consecutive runs. Last iteration image is denoted as " I FOV : Gradient-based analysis was employed as an intermediate step towards finding nuclear object candidates in the pre-processed image " I FOV : Specifically, the circularity in the underlying image content was targeted. To highlight localization of structures that fulfill this criterion the radial symmetry transform 8 was applied first. It is a circularity-sensitive point of interest operator that for each pixel p and its proximity defined by radius r accumulates contribution of image gradients pointing at or away from p in orientation projection O r and a magnitude projection M r images. The transform is a function of r and its output maps the degree of roundness at p considered as an object center. Our goal is to detect dark objects over a light background with corresponding pixels evaluated as follows:
where: round is the nearest integer rounding operator, r " I FOV ðpÞ k k is the gradient magnitude, and r " I FOV ðpÞ= r " I FOV ðpÞ k kis the unit gradient at p. O r collects the respective number of gradient components, whereas the contrast discrepancy of these components is reflected in M r . The accumulation is performed as below: The symmetry image is obtained by convolving O r and M r with a Gaussian mask:
where: F r ðpÞ ¼ M r ðpÞ j jO r ðpÞ j j a is the composite image, a is the radial strictness parameter, and G r is the isotropic two-dimensional Gaussian kernel.
Unwanted components from non-circular objects and line segments can be partly suppressed by rising |O r (p)| to an exponential power. Gaussian filter smoothens low amplitude gradients remaining in M r (p). Following Loy and Zelinsky 8 a = 2, while the smoothing factor r in G r is set to 0.5r. Ultimately, the output image S r is a gray-level image in which pixel intensity is quasi-proportional to the degree of radial symmetry of an object in the input image.
Given the selective characteristic of the radial symmetry operator we further investigated its properties and added knowledge-based morphological criteria to arrive at a robust detector of nuclei. First, we created an artificial image ( Fig. 3a) with three dark circular objects of different radii (r d = 3, 5 and 7) placed over a bright background, and examined three respective radial symmetry responses: S 3 , S 5 and S 7 (Fig. 3b) . One can note that the local increase of intensity in S r coincides with the corresponding object's location. Furthermore, for different r, the fluctuation of signal amplitude in S r follows a certain pattern. We interpreted these observations in the following way: (a) for a fixed r the amplitude of peaks in S r changes monotonically according to the increase or decrease of r d , and (b) if r = r d then the width of peak in S r allows for an exclusive distinguishing of the object with radius r d from the other objects by intensity thresholding (Fig. 3b) . For example, setting up the threshold at a specified value T leads to segmentation of the object with radius r d = 5 from S 5 . The object with r d = 5 can also be segmented from S 3 or S 7 , however, by applying much lower levels, and the two remaining objects (with r d = 3 and 7) can be extracted using the same principle. These findings suggest that applicability of the radial symmetry operator can be extended on tasks going beyond just the point of interest identification.
Next, we assumed that it is possible to segment out the object with radius r d by substituting specific values of r = r d to (Eq. 5) and applying adaptive thresholding of S r¼r d afterwards. Since the amplitude in the output symmetry image is a function of local gradients, the maximal threshold at which an object can be successfully detected depends also on relative contrast between the object and the background. To better understand these dependencies we created a threshold map T r d ð Þ for each of the three objects to be detected. All combinations of intensities typical for an 8-bit gray level image were substituted to the object and background in the artificial image and for each such pair an individual threshold was determined (Fig. 3c) . Interestingly, the map turned out to be specifically organized. Isothreshold lines parallel to the diagonal of the map were formed for these pairs of object-background intensity combinations for which the intensity difference was constant (Fig. 3c) .
In a real case nuclei segmentation scenario, this property can be useful in seeking the most relevant T in T r d especially when the object-background contrast is not known in advance. In our application T is iteratively tested in the range of min
Such approach results in a number of binary objects that need to be analyzed to single out the most pertinent candidates and control segmentation performances. According to Reagan and Hamonic 15 in 99% of normal cells and the bulk of abnormal cells, the nuclei are primarily round or oval and the majority of nuclear radii range between 1-8 and 4.5-11 lm with the most frequent occurrences at r lm = 2.5 lm and r lm = 7.5 lm in normal and dysplastic cells respectively. Thus, if for a given symmetry image S r¼r d the area of a binary object closely matches the area of a circle with radius r d , and object's circularity is high, it is assumed that the binary object's contour will closely correspond to the boundary of the object in the analyzed image. To isolate such objects a circular area pertinent to radius r d and a circular shape determined by a ratio of major and minor axis lengths were implemented as morphological criteria. Converting the two most frequent radii by r d ¼ round r lm =k À Á leads to radii of r d = 5 and r d = 16 pixels. Since the width of peaks in the symmetry image allows also for the detection of objects with radii larger than those substituted to (Eq. 5) (Fig. 3b ) the final range of applicable radii was delimited to R d ¼ 3; 14 h i pixels. The shape criterion was applied to deal with spatial configuration and separation of binary objects. Typically, for low thresholds, a close localization of two or more nuclei may lead to superposition of contributing symmetry components, and yield a single large object with poor circularity. Such objects are erased until a higher threshold causes an appearance of objects with both criteria satisfied.
Lastly, we took the above experiential and morphological considerations into account and implemented them as a nuclei segmentation procedure. Its pseudo code is presented below. For one pass of the outer loop one radius from R d is substituted and the S r¼r d is obtained. In the inner loop consecutive thresholds T FIGURE 3. Object detection in example radial symmetry images. An artificial image with circular objects darker than the surrounding background (a) is subjected to symmetry transform S r , with different radius parameter (r 5 3, 5 and 7). (b) Profiles in individual images demonstrating circular object detection using a intensity thresholding. Threshold T 5 signifies that the object with r d 5 5 pixels can be detected in S 5 . T 3 , T 5 and T 7 are the uppermost possible levels to detect the respective objects in symmetry images. All thresholds detecting an object of radius r d in S r in a wide range of object-background intensities can be determined analytically and collected in the matrix T r -(c).
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p16/Ki67 Features of Nuclear Immunoreactivity
According to the workflow in Fig. 2 the availability of nuclear mask allows for the extraction of colorimetric signals of immunoreactivity. Since no specific guidelines exist, we chose original RGB color space to characterize the expression of Ki67 and p16 markers. First, two sets of features in the training set of nuclei were formed: (a) kernel density estimates (kde) that can model the multimodality, and probability density function in sparse data samples (Fig. 4a) , and (b) colorimetric signatures (s) reflecting contribution of particular immunoreactivities in the nucleus (Fig. 4c) (Fig. 4a) . The second feature required nuclear pixels to be labeled in advance. In this case pixels of ith pattern nucleus were classified against all labeled kde vectors excluding ith via kNN (n = 1) classification (Fig. 4b) . As a result a four element signature
À was obtained for ith pattern nucleus: where q is the normalized quantity of pixels assigned to respective immunoreactivity classes (Fig. 4c ). One component of s i represents the fraction of pixels that share the same label of immunoreactivity as assigned by kNN. The normalization was carried out by dividing individual quantities by the total number of pixels within the nucleus area. All s i signatures were labeled in the same manner as kernel density estimates. In the testing set of nuclei the kde vectors were obtained in an identical way whereas the signatures were obtained by classification of individual pixels against all labeled kde i vectors from the training set (Fig. 4d ).
An absolute nuclear immmunoreactivity as interpreted by a human observer can fall into one of the four predefined classes. Mimicking this interpretation task by an imaging-based classification presents a challenge in recognizing the respective class from the bulk of pixels of different color and intensity. A signature can represent this bulk of signals in a systematic way. In our case kde was first used to approximate the modes of basic color intensities, whereas s provided quantities of initially classified pixels. Since the intensities attributed to different immunoreactivities vary across the nuclear area the signature seems to be a feature that is more suitable for discriminating the mixture of individual signals than the kde does. We tested discriminating power of the signatures and kernel density estimates in classification schemes involving SVM and kNN classifiers.
Classification of Nuclei
We implemented two one-against-all multiclass SVM classifiers: first one (coarse) trained with x i = kde i vectors, and second one (fine) trained with colorimetric signatures x i = s i to arrive at individual nucleus classification (Fig. 4d) . A three-dimensional (m = 3) and a four dimensional (m = 4) feature spaces were used for training of the two respective SVM classifiers. The set of class labels consisted of expert defined classes: high-dimensional space by the use of the Gaussian kernel function:
The optimal kernel width of r = 0.5 was found by performing 15-fold cross-validation in the training set. More details on SVMs can be found in Scho¨lkopf et al. 18 Normalization of features from tested nuclei was respectively performed using the means and standard deviations from the training set of data. Our four-class classification problem was decomposed into four one-against-all binary classifications, with a max-win voting tactic adopted for classification of the testing instances. Ultimately the coarse classification provides quantities to form a colorimetric signature of immunoreactivity, whereas the fine one classifies that signature by assigning a nucleus under consideration to one of the class label y i . The combined method consisting of these two consecutive SVM classifiers is termed CF-SVM.
Performance Evaluation
To facilitate the evaluation tasks nuclei processed by the proposed algorithms were automatically outlined and color-coded on the original image. Our experts manually estimated each outline as true positive (TP), false positive (FP) or false negative (FN) respectively. A FP detection was assigned if the outline was found in portions of cytoplasm or artifacts outside of nuclei, and a FN for a missed nucleus respectively. A TP finding was considered if the outline enclosed or was located within the nucleus. Segmentation accuracy was measured by metrics commonly used in pattern recognition tasks: precision = TP/(TP + FP), and recall = TP/ (TP + FN) (sensitivity). Apart from this, the nucleus area agreement between automated results (A) and ground truth tracings (G) by two experts was evaluated by means of the Jaccard index J ¼ G\A G[A ; where \ and [ conjunction and disjunction operators of the binary areas to be compared. J 2 [0, 1], and maximal agreement is reached if the ground truth and the automatically generated outlines are identical.
The proposed CF-SVM classification was compared to kNN kde classifiers (n = 1 and 5), and a SVM kde classifier solely utilizing kde features extracted from the training set of nuclei. Evaluation of cell-based classification performances involved sensitivity and specificity analyses as well. The precision articulated the tradeoff between TP and FP classifications for individual classes, whereas the recall (sensitivity) was used to compare expert's and machine-based findings from all nuclei with positive (either single or dual) marker overexpression. The specificity = TN/(TN + FP) reflected the detection rate of nuclei with negative expression marked as true negative (TN). All parameters involved in image pre-processing, nuclei segmentation, and classification were derived from the training data, artificial images or prior anatomical knowledge and fixed as described in text.
RESULTS
Utilizing the methodology we developed, cell nuclei were first automatically localized in digitized slides and then two features were extracted to recognize nuclear immunostaining. For nuclei segmentation assessment several images from the test slides were singled out, pre-processed with and without anisotropic diffusion and shown to two cytopathologists who manually identified all cells (n = 4228) and categorized the segmentation results into TP, FN and FP categories. Example segmentation outputs are shown in Fig. 5 , and respective findings are collected in Table 1 . Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the methods' performance in clustered cells.
For nucleus outline evaluation an I FOV containing in total 384 cells with various expressions of immunoreactivity was selected. The I FOV was pre-processed and the average J % index from pooled individual Jaccard indices was derived. J % was 81.4% for comparison of Observer 1 and Observer 2, whereas it was 76.5% and 72.1% for comparison of Observer 1 and Observer 2 vs. the automated processing respectively. Since an improvement was noted (Table 1) we permanently embedded the anisotropic diffusion step into our analytical workflow.
The major goal of our screening procedure is to correctly identify the presence or absence of nuclei with dual p16 + /Ki67 + over-expression. Along with the detected immunoreactivities the nuclei were color-coded to facilitate the reading and assessment of the results. In this part of study 18068 nuclei were automatically analyzed. Classification rates by CF-SVM method evaluated by two observers are shown in a confusion matrix (Table 2 ). Analogous matrices were formed for the remaining techniques and resulting performances are juxtaposed in Table 3 .
Comparable sensitivities and specificities were obtained for the kNN kde methods; however the rates in distinguishing individual immunoreactivities reached higher levels through the application of SVMs. The precision related to dual p16 + /Ki67 + over-expression was leveraged to 77.1% and 82.6% respectively, whereas the sensitivity of all immunopositive nuclei detection was respectively 86.3% and 89.4% for the proposed CF-SVM classification. The specificities were found relatively high (better than 99%) regardless of the applied method.
DISCUSSION
Recognition of abnormal cells in liquid-based cytological specimens is a challenging and complex task. Manual screening and interpretation which is currently a standard clinical practice is mostly qualitative and has limited prospects for quantitative evaluation of entire slides. Utilization of p16/Ki67 antibodies as surrogate biomarkers for hrHPV-related cervical neoplasias has prompted a search for tools to supplement and improve evaluation of cervicovaginal smears. 1, 7, 16, 25 Hence, when this dual immunostain became commercially available cell nuclei emerged as an attractive screening target. The main focus of this work is to establish and test the feasibility of QPI-a novel screening technique which utilizes quantification and classification of immunocytochemical features in images from liquid-based Pap smears. The proposed method analyzes features solely from cell nuclei that constitute small, yet detectable and quantifiable fraction of the whole specimen. This distinguishes our approach from other techniques in which the delineation of cytoplasmic and nuclear areas are required. 9, 20, 23, 26 In a given cytological image the intensities of background and cellular components including the nuclei can vary depending on marker concentration, and thereby negatively impact visual and automated screening routines. The newly proposed segmentation procedure does not make any assumptions about distribution of nuclei on the slide and to a large extent can deal with overlapping or isolated cells with different optical characteristics. This capability is enabled by adaptive searching for gradient-based radial symmetries coupled with anisotropic smoothing that enhanced relevant edges, boosted the segmentation performance, and thus lowered the rates of FP and FN detection. In the majority of cases, the FP detections were limited to dense and round corners of cell membranes, debris material, and other artifacts-all yielding p16 2 /Ki67 2 expert classification. On the other hand approximately 85% of the FN detections (misses) were caused by weak nuclear staining-evaluated later by cytopathologist as non-immunoreactive.
The proposed approach involved a blind thresholding in the analytically determined range to preserve symmetry components of round objects and discard those originating from image noise and noncircular shapes. Intermediate binary images were iteratively refined by means of morphological features to arrive at a final mask of nuclei with predefined radii. The radii were implemented as a finite set of consecutive integers. The threshold increment and the circularity criterion were fixed as well. A consequence of such concept may be the abovementioned FN detection or a fluctuation of the output contour. In the latter case the resultant contour may be positioned at the nucleus boundary, exceed it, or belong to its interior. Of these, the cases with contours detected outside the nuclear territory were least frequent. Figures and comparisons with ground truth reflect both types of inaccuracies. Nevertheless, for our screening application it seems to be more acceptable to quantify immunoreactivity from a reduced nuclear area vs. an area corrupted by the adjacent cytoplasm or background. In case of nonimmunoreactive cells the border discrepancy may even be tolerable with a wider margin. Respective fields show number of nuclei assigned to different immunoreactivity categories. Currently the system can adequately resolve clumped cells of various nuclear sizes, intensities, and types of immunoresponses (Figs. 5 and 6); however a higher cell density may be problematic. Two or more nuclei forming a cluster can be separated only if the gradients located between their borders are strong enough. An overlap or close adjacency of two or more nuclei may weaken the individual symmetry signals (Figs. 6b and 7 ) and lead to a capturing of immunoreactivity from compromised nuclear areas. Hence, the nuclear contour error in handling these challenging cases may be larger than that encountered in nonoverlapping cells. Despite several shortcomings our nuclei segmentation procedure appears to be well suited for the aforesaid purpose because: (a) we extensively evaluated a much larger number of cells in contrast to other studies, 26, 9, 21 (b) it maintains a high detection rate; with precision >93.3% and recall >92.8% regardless of the staining intensity compared to the 90% average effectiveness shown in Sobervilla et al. 23 and recall of 90.57 or 69.86% in Plissiti et al.
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and (c) it shows good nuclear area agreement when measured against two human observers. Although the segmentation provides accurate outlines for the majority of nuclei, there were instances with partially encircled cytoplasm. It may skew colorimetric signatures in Ki67 positive cells because it is the cytoplasm rather than the nucleus that expresses distinct immunoreactivity. However, in all remaining types of cells analyzed, this effect will have a much smaller influence since the expression of markers in the cytoplasm will correspond to those found in the nucleus. As there has been no better color space defined yet for this type of quantitative cytology, we selected RGB intensities and this selection led to satisfactory recognition rates by CF-SVM. Two approaches were tested: kde-based estimation of main intensity modes in RGB channels alone, and in conjunction with signatures derived from intermediate pixel-level classifications. Since nuclei that stain negative for p16/Ki67 show colorimetric patterns that are very distinct from the immunoreactive ones, their classification was very accurate in all tested methods. The performances of all techniques decreased as the complexity of patterns to be classified increased (Figs. 5 and 6; Table 3 ). While purely blue and red nuclear patterns were classified by reference techniques with relatively high confidence, the recognition of brown and reddish-brown nuclei required a more sophisticated approach. The solution involving colorimetric signatures proved to be more effective than the two tested kNN kde and the SVM kde classifications because quantification of signals was achieved at a higher level of scrutiny. The CF-SVM yielded lowest FP and FN rates and resulted in the highest precision and sensitivity indicating that the colorimetric signatures are more suitable than the main modes of RGB colors for quantitative dissection of complex immunocytochemical patterns in Pap smears, and may also be useful for the evaluation of other biomarkers utilized in cyto-and histopathology or cancer research. Along with the advantages described above, the proposed classification has several limitations. It may inherit some of the drawbacks attributed to supervised learning such as output dependence on training patterns' sparseness, redundancy, heterogeneity, etc. On the other hand, manual selection of patterns has been frequently used in digital pathology to adjust for the non-uniformity of staining across specimens and optical characteristics of imaging modalities. The proposed system is also unable to distinguish nuclei of squamous epithelium from artifacts such as debris particles. Nevertheless, it can highlight cells with a high likelihood of hrHPV-related abnormality thus immediately drawing an expert's attention to the cells of interest and the need for further examination while reducing the screening effort that might otherwise have been spent on noninformative cells.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we address the problem of automated recognition of immunoreactivity in cervical smears through radial symmetry-based segmentation of nuclei followed by extraction, formation and classification of signatures-a derivative of hrHPV-specific overexpression. Experimental outcomes suggest that our proof of concept automated profiling tool can aid in human and machine-based analytical workflows of screening. Encouraged by satisfactory performance we plan to seek opportunities in improving robustness, extending evaluation studies on larger number of samples, and move towards high-throughput whole slide analysis to reach the consistency of expert human observers.
